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 Let R R  be a simple algebraic extension of commutative rings with
   identity, and let I be the kernel of the R-algebra map R X  R  sending X to
  , where R X is the polynomial ring in one indeterminate over R. Then we say
that  is accurate over R if I is generated by nonzero polynomials of least degree
in I. The main purpose of this paper is to give several conditions for  to be
accurate over R. Our results generalize some work of Nagata and Mirbagheri and
Ratliff. We also discuss some related topics, including consideration of relations
between accurate elements and super-primitive elements.  2001 Academic Press
Key Words: simple algebraic extension; accurate element; super-primitive ele-
ment.
1. INTRODUCTION
 Ž .Our primary motivation of this paper is some work of Nagata 5, 11.13
 and Mirbagheri and Ratliff 4, Theorem 2.5 . Let  be an element of the
quotient field K of an integral domain R and let I be the kernel of the
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   R-algebra map R X  K sending X to  , where R X denotes the
polynomial ring in one indeterminate over R. Then Nagata proved that I
is generated by linear polynomials if R is integrally closed. Mirbagheri and
Ratliff generalized this result by showing that I is linearly generated if and
   1     1  Ž only if R R   R  ; since R   R  is integral over R cf. 1,
.Exercise 4, p. 12 , the result of Mirbagheri and Ratliff contains Nagata’s
result as a special case. A natural generalization of their work is to
consider a similar problem in the case where  is an element of higher
degree over K , i.e.,  is an element of some algebraic extension field L of
K. In this case the corresponding condition on I should be that I is
 Ž . generated by polynomials of degree d K  : K . If this condition is
Žsatisfied, then we say that  is accurate over R. Instead of ‘‘accurate,’’ the
      .term ‘‘anti-integral’’ is used in papers such as 2 , 7 , and 9 . In this paper
we take up this problem in a more general context of commutative rings.
 Namely, letting R R  be a simple algebraic extension of rings, we seek
Ž    .conditions for I ker R X  R  to be generated by nonzero polyno-
mials of least degree in I.
The paper has five sections. Sections 2 and 3 are preliminary parts,
where we provide some basic lemmas on minimally generated ideals of
 R X for later use.
In Section 4, the main part of the paper, we first introduce two
Ž . ² :  R-subalgebras R  and R  of R  . The former coincides with
   1   R   R  if  is a regular element in R  , and the latter is
d1  4contained in R	 R	 	R , where dmin deg f 
 0 f I .
Then, using these rings, we give several conditions for  to be accurate
Ž . Ž . ² :over R Theorem 4.6 . One of the conditions is that R   R  . Since
² :R   R if d 1, this generalizes the results of Nagata and Mirbagheri
Ž .and Ratliff stated earlier. We also give an application Theorem 4.9 ,
 which is a slight generalization of 6, Theorem 2.15 .
In Section 5 we consider relations between accurate elements and
super-primitive elements and prove that super-primitive elements are
always accurate. We conclude the paper by showing that the converse does
not hold in general.
Throughout the paper, rings are assumed to be commutative with
Ž .identity. Let R be a ring. Then we denote by Q R the total quotient ring
Ž .of R and by R the integral closure of R in Q R . The letter X always
 stands for an indeterminate, so that, for example, R X is a polynomial
 ring in one indeterminate over R. For a nonzero polynomial f in R X , we
Ž . Ž .denote by Lc f the leading coefficient of f ; i.e., Lc f is the coefficient of
Ž .the highest degree term of f. If f 0, then we set Lc f  0. When
 referring to the degree of a polynomial in R X , we assume that the
degree of 0 is , where  is a convenient symbol satisfying  n
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for any integer n. Any other unexplained terminology or notation is
   standard, as in 1 and 3 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, we fix a ring R. Let I be a nonzero ideal of
 R X . Then we set
 4d I min deg f 
 0 f IŽ .
Ž .and call d I the minimal degree of I. Furthermore, we set
 4min I  f I 
 deg f d I  0 4Ž . Ž .
and
min  I min I R X .Ž .
Then I I min, and I is said to be minimally generated over R if I I min.
Ž .  Observe that min I is an R-submodule of R X ; if R is Noetherian, then
Ž .min I is a finite R-module, because
min I  R	 RX	 	RX d ,Ž .
Ž .where d d I .
Ž .  Remark 2.1. Since min I is an R-module and R X is generated by
1, X, X 2, . . . over R as an R-module, we have
I min min I 	min I X	min I X 2	  .Ž . Ž . Ž .
min Ž .Hence, for g I there exist elements f , f , . . . , f min I such that0 1 n
g f 	 f X	 	f X n ,0 1 n
Ž .where n deg g d I .
Let
 I  Lc f 
 fmin I . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then  I is an ideal of R. Note that
 I  R	 R	 	R d1 :  d , 2.1Ž . Ž .Ž .R
Ž .   Ž .where  X mod I  R X I and d d I .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. I is minimally generated oer R if and only if Lc g   I
for eery g I.
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Ž .Proof. Since the ‘‘only if’’ part is obvious see Remark 2.1 , we give a
proof only for the ‘‘if’’ part. Let g be a nonzero element of I. Then, letting
deg g n, we show that g I min by induction on n. Note that n d. If
Ž .n d, then gmin I , and the claim clearly holds in this case. Suppose
Ž . Ž .that n d and let a Lc g . Then, by assumption, we have a  I ,
Ž . Ž .and hence there exists an element f of min I satisfying a Lc f . For
such f , we have
deg g X nd f  n.Ž .
It then follows from the induction hypothesis that g X nd f I min and,
mintherefore, g I . This completes the proof.
Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R such that each element of
Ž 1 . 1 Ž . Ž 1 .minS is R-regular. Then min S I  S min I , and hence S I 
S1I min, which implies that if I is minimally generated over R, then so is
S1I over S1R. In other words, minimal generation of I is a ‘‘global-to-
local’’ property. As for the converse, we have
Ž .LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that R is an integral domain and that I R 0 .
Ž .Let  be a subset of Spec R such that
R R . p
p
Then I is minimally generated oer R if and only if I is minimally generatedp
oer R for eery p .p
Proof. It suffices to show the ‘‘if’’ part. Let K be the quotient field of
Ž . Ž .  R and let  X denote the unique monic polynomial in K X such that
   IK X   X K X .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then we have fmin I if and only if f b X for some b
Ž   Ž ..R X :  X , which implies thatR
  I  R X :  XŽ . Ž .Ž .R
and
min I   I  X .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Now let g be an arbitrary element of I and let a Lc g . Then a  Ip
for every p , because I is minimally generated by assumption. On thep
    Ž .   Ž .other hand, since I K X  IK X   X K X for any p Spec R ,p
we have
  I  R X :  X .Ž .Ž . Ž .p p R p
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Ž .  Hence it follows that a X  R X for every p , which impliesp
   a X  R X  R X .Ž .  p
p
Ž   Ž ..This shows that a R X :  X , and thus I is minimally generated byR
Lemma 2.2.
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.4. In Lemma 2.3, we can take  Spec R or Max R ,
Ž .the set of all maximal ideals of R. Moreover, letting T R denote the set
Ž .of prime ideals p of R such that p is a minimal prime ideal of R:  forR
Ž .some  K  R, we can also take  T R . In fact, if  K  R, then
 R , because  R for any minimal prime ideal p ofp T ŽR. p p
Ž . Ž .R:  . Recall that if R is Noetherian, then T R coincides with the setR
of prime ideals p of R satisfying depth R  1.p
Ž .   For f f X  R X , we define f as follows. If f 0, then we set
f  0. If f 0, then, letting m be the largest integer such that X m 
 f , we
set
f  X m	deg f f X1 .Ž .
 Remark 2.5. For f R X , the following properties hold:
Ž .   1 f  R X .
Ž . Ž  .2 f  f.
Ž . 3 deg f  deg f.
Ž . r  r4 X 
 f if and only if X 
 f , where r is a positive integer.
Ž . r  Ž r . r  5 X  f  X f for every integer r satisfying X f R X .
 For a subset W of R X , we set
W  f  
 fW , 4
    which is also a subset of R X . Then, for f R X , we have fW if
 Ž  .and only if f W, because f  f.
Ž .In the remaining part of this section, we assume that  X mod I is
  Ž .a regular element of A R X I, namely I: X  I. Hence we canR X 
1 Ž .consider  , the inverse of  , in Q A .
   Ž .LEMMA 2.6. Let 	 : R X Q A be the R-algebra map defined by
Ž . 1 Ž  .  	 X   . Then we hae ker 	  I . In particular, I is an ideal of
  Ž  .  Ž .4R X such that min I  min I .
Ž  .Proof. Let J ker 	 , and let f be a nonzero element of I. Then, by
 n Ž 1 .definition, we have f  X f X for some nonnegative integer n, and
hence
f  1  n f   0,Ž . Ž .
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Ž .  because f   0. Thus f  J, and it follows that I  J. Similarly, we
have J I and, therefore,
 J J  I  J ,Ž .
 Ž  .  Ž .4which implies J I . The equality min I  min I is clear, because
  Ž .f  f and deg f  deg f.
Ž  .   Remark 2.7. X mod I is a regular element of R X I . In fact, if
Ž  .  Ž .  Ž  .f I : X , then Xf I , and hence Xf  Xf  I  I, whichR X 
 Ž  . implies f  I. Thus f f  I .
Ž .Let f be a nonzero element of min I . Then X f ; in fact, if X 
 f ,
then, by virtue of the assumption on I, we have X1 f I, which contra-
 d Ž 1 .dicts the minimality of d. Hence f  X f X .
LEMMA 2.8. I is minimally generated oer R if and only if so is I.
Ž  .Proof. Since I  I, it suffices to prove the ‘‘if’’ part. Let g be a
nonzero element of I and write g X mh with m 0, where h is a
polynomial such that X h. Then we have g X mh. Note that h
belongs to I. Since I is minimally generated, it follows that
h f 	 Xf 	 	X n f0 1 n
Ž . Ž .for some f , . . . , f min I , where n deg h d see Remark 2.1 .0 n
Then we have
h X n	dh X1  X n f 	 X n1 f 	 	f  ,Ž . 0 1 n
 m  Ž  .    Ž  .which implies that g  X h min I R X because f min I forj
each j. Therefore, I is minimally generated.
Ž . ² :3. RINGS R I AND R I
 1 Let R X, X be the Laurent polynomial ring in one indeterminate X
over R. Then, as an R-module, we have a direct sum decomposition
 1    1  1 R X , X  R X  X R X ,
which induces a surjective R-module homomorphism
 1   p : R X , X  R X .r
 1 For an element f of R X, X , we set
f p f ,Ž .r
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   so that f is an element of R X , and f f if f R X . Note that if n
is a positive integer, then we have
X n f  X n f	 h 3.1Ž . Ž .
 for some h R X with deg h n. In particular, we have
Xf  Xf	 aŽ .
 1 for some a R. Let W be a subset of R X, X . Then we set
W p W ,Ž .r
   1 which is an R-submodule of R X if W is an R-submodule of R X, X .
ŽŽ .  1 .  1 LEMMA 3.1. fg f , g R X, X  for eery f , g R X, X .
Proof. We use induction on n deg f; the assertion is obvious if
f R. Suppose that n 0, and let a and b be elements of R such that
Ž 1 . Ž .f X X f 	 a and Xg  Xg	 b. Then it follows that
fg ag b X1 f 	 X1 f  Xg .Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž 1 .Since deg X f  n 1, applying the induction hypothesis yields
Ž 1 . Ž . Ž .  1 X f  Xg  h for some h f , g R X, X , because
1  1   1 X f , Xg R X , X  f , g R X , X .Ž .Ž .
Then
1  1 fg ag bX f	 h  f , g R X , X ,Ž .Ž . Ž .
which completes the proof.
 1 COROLLARY 3.2. Let J be an ideal of R X, X . Then the R-submodule
 J is closed under multiplication. In particular, R	 J is a subring of R X
and J is an ideal of R	 J.
  Ž .DEFINITION 3.3. For an ideal I of R X , we define a subring R I of
 R X by letting
 1 R I  R	 IR X , X .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž  1 . Ž .We set R I  IR X, X , which is an ideal of R I by Corollary 3.2.

 In the rest of this section, we fix an ideal I of R X .
Ž . Ž i . 4LEMMA 3.4. R I  X f  
 i  and f I .

 1   1 Proof. Let g be an element of IR X, X . Since R X, X is gener-
 i 4ated by X 
 i  over R as an R-module, we have
g X i1 f 	 	X in f1 n
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for some n 0, i , . . . , i   and f , . . . , f  I. Then, letting i1 n 1 n
 4min i , . . . , i , we have1 n
g X i X i1i f 	 	X ini f  X i f ,Ž .1 n
i i i i1 nwhere f X f 	 	X f  I. This proves the assertion.1 n
 4Remark 3.5. Let f 
 
 be a set of generators of I as an ideal.

Ž .Then, for g R I , we can write

g a X i1 f 	 	a X in f Ž .1 
 n 
1 n
for some i , . . . , i  , a , . . . , a  R, and 
 , . . . , 
 .1 n 1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .Remark 3.6. Since R I  R	 R I , it follows from Lemma 3.4 that

R I  a	 X i f  
 a R , i  and f I .Ž .  4Ž .
  Ž .LEMMA 3.7. Let g be an element of R X . Then g R I if and only if
j  X g	 h I for some j 0 and h R X with deg h j.
Proof. First, we prove the ‘‘only if’’ part. Suppose that g is an element
Ž .of R I . Then we have
g a	 Xj f Ž .
Ž j . jfor some a R, j , and f I. If j 0, then X f  X f I; in
Ž .this case, let j 0 and ha. If j 0, then it follows from 3.1 that
f f  X jXj f  X j Xj f 	 hŽ . Ž . Ž . 1
  jfor some h  R X with deg h  j. Hence, letting haX 	 h , we1 1 1
have deg h j and X jg	 h f I.
Next we prove the ‘‘if’’ part. Suppose that f X jg	 h I for some
 j 0 and h R X with deg h j. Then we have
Xj f  g	 Xj h ,Ž .Ž .
jŽ . Ž .where X h  R because deg h j. Hence g R I , as desired.
Ž Ž . . Ž .LEMMA 3.8. R I : X  R I .RŽ I . 
Ž Ž . . Ž i .Proof. For simplicity, we set J R I : X . Since X X f RŽ I .
Ž i	1 . Ž i .X f 	 a for some a R, we have X f  J for every i  and
Ž .f I. Hence R I  J by Lemma 3.4. For the reverse containment, let g

Ž .be an element of J and write g b	 h with b R and h R I . Then

Ž .we have b J, because h R I  J, and hence we can write

bX c	 X i f Ž .
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Ž i1 . Ž .for some c R and f I. It then follows that b X f  R I ,

Ž .and thus g b	 h R I . This completes the proof.

  Ž .We now introduce another subring of R X that differs from R I . Let
Ž .d d I and let
I  Xj min I Ž .Ž .j
  j Ž .for 0 j d. Then each I is an R-submodule of R X because X min Ij
 1 is an R-submodule of R X, X . If R is Noetherian, then each I is aj
finite R-module. Note that
I   I . 3.2Ž . Ž .d
Ž .Moreover, since deg f d j for 0 f I , it follows that I  I  0 ifj i j
i j.
Ž min . minLEMMA 3.9. R I  I  I   I  I as an R-module.
 d d1 1
Proof. Since
min min  1   1 R I  I R X , X  min I R X , X ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
it suffices to show that
 1  minmin I R X , X  J I  I   I  I .Ž .Ž . d d1 1
Ž .  1 Let g be an arbitrary element of min I R X, X and observe that we
can write
g X i1 f 	 X i2 f 	 	X in f1 2 n
Ž . Ž .for some integers i , . . . , i and elements f , . . . , f min I Remark 3.5 .1 n 1 n
Hence, to prove g J, we may assume that g is of the form X i f , where
Ž . i mini is an integer and fmin I . If i 0, then g X f I . If id,
then g 0, because deg f d. If d i1, then letting ji, we
have g I . The proof is completed.j
Ž .COROLLARY 3.10. R I   I  I is a subring of R I .d1 1
Ž d Ž .. min Ž min .Proof. Note that I  X min I  R and I  I. Since R Id
Ž min . R	 R I , it follows from the preceding lemma that

R I   I  I R I min 	 I ,Ž .d1 1
Ž min .   Ž min .where R I 	 I is a subring of R X because so is R I and I is an
  Ž min . Ž . Ž .ideal of R X . On the other hand, since R I  R I and I R I , we
minŽ . Ž .have R I 	 I R I , completing the assertion.
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DEFINITION 3.11. We set
² :R I  R I   I  Id1 1
² :and R I  I  I   I  I.
 d d1 1
² : ² :Remark 3.12. R I is an ideal of R I . In fact, it follows from

Lemma 3.9 that
² : minR I  R I 	 I ,Ž . 
Ž min . Ž min . ² :where R I 	 I is an ideal of R I 	 I R I . Hence, letting 

² : ² :be an ideal of R, we know that 	 R I is an ideal of R I , because

² : ² :R I  R	 R I . In particular, if  I , then
 d
J  I   I  Id1 1
² : ² :is an ideal of R I . Note that R I J R, and hence J is a prime
ideal if and only if so is .
Let
  : R X  R
Ž .be the canonical R-algebra map sending X to 0. Then each  I is anj
 ideal of R, because I is an R-submodule of R X . Note thatj
XI  I 	  IŽ .j j1 j1
Ž . ŽŽ . .  1 for 1 j d, because Xf Xf   Xf  for every f R X, X .
Ž ² : . ² :LEMMA 3.13. R I : X  R I .
R² I :
² : ² :Proof. Since XI  R	 I  R I for 1 j d and XI I R I ,j j1
² : Ž ² : .we have R I  R I : X . To prove the reverse inclusion, it suffices
 R² I :
² :to show that if b R satisfies bX R I , then b I . Since deg f dd
 j if 0 f I , for such b there exist elements c R and g I suchj d1
Ž 1d . Ž .that bX c	 g. Then, writing g X f  with fmin I , we have
dŽ .b X f  I , as desired.d
Ž min . min Ž min .Let  I denote the content of I , namely,  I is the ideal of R
Ž .generated by the coefficients of polynomials in min I . Then we have
 I min   I 	  I 	 	 I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d d1 0
Ž .because  I is, by definition, the set of elements b of R such that b isj
j Ž .the coefficient of X for some fmin I .
Ž .Remark 3.14. If d 1, then, letting  X mod I , we have
 I min  R:  	  R:  .Ž . Ž . Ž .R R
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In fact,  I   I  R:  by 2.1 and 3.2 , while1 R
 4 I  b R 
 a b 0 for some a RŽ .0
 a 
 a R:  4Ž .R
  R:  .Ž .R
² :LEMMA 3.15. Letting C R I , we hae
C : X 	 X C : X   I min  I   I  I.Ž . Ž . Ž .C C d1 1
Ž min . Ž .Proof. Let   I . Since XI  I 	  I for 1 j d andj j1 j1
XI I, we have
C : X 	 X C : X   I   I  I ,Ž . Ž .C C d1 1
Ž .because C: X  I  I   I  I. For the reverse containment,C d d1 1
Ž . Ž .it suffices to show that  C: X 	 X C: X , namely,C C
 I  C : X 	 X C : XŽ . Ž .Ž .j C C
Ž .for every 0 j d. If j d, then this is clear because  I  I . Ifd d
1Ž Ž ..j d, then for every g I , we have X g  g  I , and hencej j	1
 g  I 	 XI  C : X 	 X C : X ,Ž . Ž . Ž .j j	1 C C
which completes the proof.
Ž . minLEMMA 3.16. Suppose that d 1, i.e., I R 0 . Then I I if and
² : Ž .only if R I  R I .
Proof. We need prove only the ‘‘if’’ part. Let g be a nonzero element
Ž . Ž dn . Ž .of I with deg g n and let a Lc g . Since X g  R I and
Ž . ² :R I  R I  R I   I  I, we haved1 1
X dng  b	 h 	 	h 	 hŽ . d1 1
Ž .for some b R, h  I 1 j d , and h I. Note that n d andj j
Ž dn .deg X g  d. Since deg h  d j d for j 1, it follows thatj
Ž .deg h d, i.e., hmin I . Moreover, we have
a Xn g  Xd h .Ž . Ž .
minŽ .Therefore, a I   I , and hence I I by virtue of Lemma 2.2.d
LEMMA 3.17. Let f be an element of I of degree n 1 and set D R	
n1 mŽ j .RX	 	RX 	 I. Then X X f D for all integers j and m with
0m n 1.
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Ž j . j Ž j .Proof. If j 0, then X f  X f I, and if j n, then X f 
 0; in each case the assertion is obvious. Suppose that 0 j n. Since
Ž j .deg X f  n j, if m j, then we have
deg X m Xj f m	 n j n ,Ž .
mŽ j . n1and hence X X f  R	 RX	 	RX D. Note that
f X j Xj f 	 gŽ .
 for some g R X with deg g j. Hence if m j, then
X m Xj f  X m j f X m j g ,Ž .
where X m j gD, because deg X m j g n. Since f I, it follows that
m jŽ .X X f D. This proves the assertion.
4. ACCURATE ELEMENTS
Let  be an element of some extension ring R of R. Assume that  is
algebraic over R, and let
 	 : R X  R
Ž .be the R-algebra homomorphism defined by 	 X   . Then we say that
Ž . is accurate over R if I ker 	 is minimally generated over R. In this
section we seek conditions for  to be accurate over R by making use of
the results obtained in the previous sections.
For this purpose, we set
R   	 R IŽ . Ž .Ž .
and
² : ² :R   	 R I .Ž .
Ž . ² :Hence R  and R  are subrings of R such that
² :  R R   R   R  .Ž .
As we see later, these two rings play important roles in studying accurate
elements over R. So, before proceeding further, we show some basic
properties of these rings, most of which are easy consequences of the
results in the previous sections. For simplicity, we let
 j f   	 X j f  ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .  where f f X  R X and j . Then it follows from Remark 3.6 that
R   a	 j f   
 a R , j  and f I .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .
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  Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Let  be an element of R  . Then  R  if and only if
j Ž .   	 h   0 for some j 0 and h R X with deg h j.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.7.
Ž .LEMMA 4.2. R  is integral oer R.
Ž .Proof. Let  be an arbitrary element of R  , and write
 a	 j f  ,Ž .Ž .
where a R, j , and f I. Let n deg f and let
M R	 R	 	R n1.
Then it follows from Lemma 3.17 that MM. Since M is a finite
R-module, we know that  is integral over R.
 LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that  is a regular element of R  , so that  has
Ž  .its inerse in Q R  . Then
   1 R   R   R  .Ž .
Ž .Proof. Let  be an element of R  . Then, by Lemma 4.1, we have
j Ž .    h  for some integer j 0 and h R X with deg h j. It then
follows that
j  1   h   R  ,Ž .
   1 and hence  R   R  . Conversely, let  be an element of
   1 R   R  , and write
 g   h 1 ,Ž . Ž .
  r Ž 1 .with some g, h R X . Then, letting r deg h and h  X h X , we1
have
 r  rh 1  h  .Ž . Ž .1
Ž .Since deg h  deg h r, we know that  R  by Lemma 4.1.1
Ž . Ž . Ž .We set d   d I and call d  the minimal degree of  over R.R R
For example, if R is an integral domain with quotient field K and  is an
Ž .element of some algebraic extension field L of K , then d  coincidesR
 Ž .  Ž .with K  : K , the degree of  over K. In what follows we let d d  .R
Then, by definition, we have
² :R   R 	 I   	 I ,Ž . Ž .d1 1
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where
	 I  j f   
 fmin I 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž .j
² : d1 ² :for each j. Hence R   R	 R	 	R , and therefore R 
² :is a finite R-module if R is Noetherian; in particular, R  is Noetherian
² :if R is Noetherian. Note that R   R if d 1, and that d 1 if and
only if a R for some 0 a R. In particular, the minimal degree of 
² : Ž . Ž .over R  or R  is 1; in fact, let f be a nonzero element of min I and
Ž . Ž 1d Ž .. ² :let a Lc f . Then   f   R  . Since  a	 b for
² : Ž .some b R, we have a R   R  .
We set
   I min .Ž .R , 
Hence, if d 1, then, by Remark 3.14, we have
  R:  	  R:  .Ž . Ž .R ,  R R
² :LEMMA 4.4. Let C R  . Then the following statements hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 C:   	 I  	 I   	 I .C d d1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .2    	 I   	 I .C ,  R ,  d1 1
Ž .3   R if and only if   C.R ,  C , 
Ž .Proof. The assertion 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.13,
Ž . Ž . Ž .while 2 follows from Lemma 3.15, since d   1. By 2 , we know thatC
1 if and only if 1 , becauseR ,  C , 
R 	 I   	 I  0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .d1 1
Ž .Thus 3 holds.
We are now ready to state the main results of this paper.
Ž .THEOREM 4.5.  is accurate oer R  .
Ž    .THEOREM 4.6 cf. 2, Theorems 1, 6 and 9, Proposition 5 . The
following three conditions are equialent to each other:
Ž .1  is accurate oer R.
Ž . ² :2  is accurate oer R  .
Ž . ² : Ž .3 R   R  .
 Moreoer, if  is regular in R  , then the foregoing conditions are also
equialent to the following:
Ž . 14  is accurate oer R.
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Ž . ² :We prove these two theorems. Let B R  and C R  . First, the
Ž . Ž .equivalence of 1 and 3 in Theorem 4.6 is an immediate consequence of
Lemma 3.16. Recall that C R if d 1. Hence, as a corollary to this
equivalence, we have
Ž  . Ž .COROLLARY 4.7 cf. 4, Theorem 2.5 . Suppose that d   1. Then R
Ž .is accurate oer R if and only if R R  .
Ž .Next we prove Theorem 4.5. Since d   1, it suffices to showB
Ž .B   B by virtue of Corollary 4.7. Let
 	 : B X  RB
be the B-algebra map sending X to  . Then 	 is a natural extension ofB
   	 , because B   R  . Recall that
B   	 	 Xj g  
  B , j  and g ker 	 .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .Ž .B B
Ž .Hence, to prove B   B, we have only to check that
	 Xj g   BŽ .Ž .B
Ž .for any j  and g ker 	 . Let n deg g. If j 0 or j n, thenB
ŽŽ j . .	 X g   0, and hence the assertion holds. Suppose that 1 j nB
and write
g  X n	  X n1	 	 ,n n1 0
ŽŽ j . .where  , . . . ,   B. Then, letting  	 X g  , we have0 n B
   n j	   n j1	 	 .n n1 j
Observe that by Lemma 4.1, there exist an integer m 0 and elements
  m Ž .h , . . . , h of R X such that deg h m and    h  for each0 j1 i i i
i 0, . . . , j 1. Let
h X j1h 	 X j2 h 	 	h .j1 j2 0
 Then h is an element of R X such that deg hm	 j and such that
h    m   j1	   j2	 	 .Ž . Ž .j1 j2 0
It thus follows that
 m	 j	 h    mg   0,Ž . Ž .
and therefore  B by virtue of Lemma 4.1. This completes the proof of
Theorem 4.5.
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Ž .We return to the proof of Theorem 4.6 and show the equivalence of 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .and 3 . The implication 3  2 follows immediately from Theorem 4.5.
Ž . Ž .Suppose that condition 2 holds. Since d   1, it then follows fromC
Ž .Corollary 4.7 that C C  . On the other hand, since R C, we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .B R   C  in general. Thus B C, and therefore B C, so 3
holds.
Ž . Ž .Finally, the equivalence of 1 and 4 is an immediate consequence of
Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8. We have thus completed the proof of Theorem 4.6.
Ž  .COROLLARY 4.8 cf. 4, Theorem 3.3 . Suppose that  belongs to K ,
Ž  .where KQ R  . If R is integrally closed in K , then  is accurate oer R.
Proof. Since  K , we have d 1. Hence, by Lemma 4.2 and Corol-
lary 4.7, we know that  is accurate over R.
We now give an application of Theorem 4.6.
  Ž . Ž min .THEOREM 4.9. Let I be an ideal of R X with d I  d 1. If  I
Ž . R, then I is generated by 2 d elements of min I .
    Ž .Proof. Let 	 : R X  R X I be the natural map, and let  	 X .
First, we show that I is minimally generated over R; i.e.,  is accurate
over R. For this purpose, by Theorem 4.6, it suffices to check that  is
² : Ž .accurate over C R  . Thus, by virtue of 3 in Lemma 4.4, replacing
R by C, we may assume that d 1. In this case, we have
   I 	  I  ,Ž . Ž .R , 
Ž . Ž . Ž .because  I  R:  , and hence 1 b	 c for some b, c  I . NowR
let
g aX n	 a X n1	 	an1 0
Ž .be an arbitrary element of I. We show that a  I by induction on n; if
this is the case, then the assertion follows from Lemma 2.2. Note that
Ž . Ž .n d, and that if n d, then gmin I and a  I . Suppose that
n d. Since ac a ab, it follows that
cg   a ab	 a c  n1	 ca  n2	 	ca  0,Ž . Ž .n1 n2 0
Ž .and hence a ab	 a c  I by the induction hypothesis. Thus an1
Ž . Ž . I , because b, c  I .
Ž .Next, we show that the R-module min I is generated by 2 d elements
over R. Note that this completes the proof of the theorem, because
Ž .  Imin I R X , as we have just proved. For this purpose, it is sufficient
Ž .to check that  I is a finite R-module generated by 2 d elements. In fact,
suppose that
 I  Ra 	 	RaŽ . 1 2 d
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Ž . Ž .and let f min I satisfy Lc f  a for i 1, . . . , 2 d. Then for everyi i i
Ž . Ž .gmin I , letting b Lc g , we have
b a b 	 	a b1 1 2 d 2 d
for some b , . . . , b  R. It then follows that1 2 d
deg g b f 	 	b f  d ,Ž .Ž .1 1 2 d 2 d
and hence g b f 	 	b f by the minimality of d. This implies1 1 2 d 2 d
min I  Rf 	 	Rf ,Ž . 1 2 d
as desired. Now, let
f X  aX d 	 a X d1	 	aŽ . 1 d
Ž . Ž min .be an arbitrary element of min I . Since    I  R, we haveR , 
1  C :  	  C : Ž . Ž .C ,  C C
by Lemma 4.4, and hence
 	   11 2
Ž .for some  ,   C:  . It then follows that1 2 C
id i di    1 Ž .2 2 1
for each i 0, . . . , d, which implies
d d1d d f   a 1  	 a  1  	 	a   0.Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2 1 d 2
From this, we have
aM R i  j ,Ý 1 2
Ž .i , j 
Ž . 4where  i, j 
 0 i, j d and i	 j 1 . On the other hand, it
follows from Lemma 4.4 that
C :   	 I  	 I   	 I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C d d1 1
Ž . Ž .and hence by 4.1 there exist elements f , . . . , f and g , . . . , g in min I1 d 1 d
such that
  d f  	  1d f  	 	 1 f  Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 d d1 1
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and
  d g  	  1dg  	 	 1 g  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 d d1 1
Let
d d




 Ra 	 Rb ,Ý Ýi i
i1 i1
Ž . Ž .where a  Lc f and b  Lc g for each i. Then J is an R-submodulei i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .of min I and  is an ideal of R contained in  I  	 I . Observe thatd
ŽŽ  1 . .both  and  are elements of 	 JR X, X  . Hence, for each1 2
Ž .i, j , we have
i j  1    	 JR X , X  4.2Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2
by virtue of Corollary 3.2. On the other hand, we have
 1 	 JR X , X Ž .Ž .
 	 Xd J   	 X 1dJ    	 X1 J  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
ŽŽ j . . Ž .because 	 X f   0 for every fmin I if j 0 or j d. Note that
	 Xd J   Ž .Ž .
and
	 Xj J   	 Xj min I   	 IŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . j
Ž .for every j. It thus follows from 4.2 that
 1 M 	 JR X , X    	 I   	 I ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . d1 1
which implies
a RM 
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .because R 	 I   	 I  0. This means that  I   , andd1 1
Ž .therefore  I is generated by 2 d elements over R. We have thus
completed the proof of Theorem 4.9.
Remark 4.10. Theorem 4.9, except for the number of generators, is also
  Ž .proved in 6, Theorem 2.15 under an additional assumption that min I
contains a regular element.
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5. SUPER-PRIMITIVE ELEMENTS
We keep the notation and the assumption from the preceding section;
  Ž  hence, in particular, R R  is an extension of rings and I ker R X
 . R  . In this section we further assume that R is an integral domain
with quotient field K. If R is an integral domain, then the notion that we
² :introduced earlier, such as R  or  , becomes much simpler, asR , 
follows.
Remark 5.1. Let
 X  X d 	  X d1	 	Ž . 1 d
    Ž .  be the monic polynomial of K X such that IK X   X K X , where
Ž .d d I , and let
   i	   i1	 	i 1 i
² :for i 1, . . . , d 1. Let C R  . Then
Ž . Ž . Ž   Ž ..1  I  R X :  X .R 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 min I   I  X .
Ž . Ž . Ž .  3  is accurate over R if and only if I  I  X R X .
Ž . Ž .Ž .4    I 1, , . . . , .R ,  1 d
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .5 R   R  I     I  .1 d1
Ž . Ž .    1 6 R   R   R  .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .7 C:    I   I     I  .C 1 d1
Ž . Ž . Ž .8     I     I  .C ,  R , 1 d1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In fact, 1 and 2 are easily seen cf. the proof of Lemma 2.3 , while 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and 4 are immediate consequences of 2 . As for 5 , note that  I  i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	 I for each i. Finally, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 imply 6 , 7 , and 8 .d i
Another benefit of the case of integral domains is that we can apply
Lemma 2.3; namely, we have
Ž .LEMMA 5.2. Let  be a subset of Spec R such that
R R . p
p
Then  is accurate oer R if and only if  is accurate oer R for eeryp
p .
Concerning this lemma, we recall
DEFINITION 5.3. We say that  is super-primitie over R if   pR , 
Ž . Ž .for any p T R , where T R is the set defined in Remark 2.4.
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Ž .Remark 5.4. 1 Let  . Then, by definition,  is super-primi-R , 
Ž .tive over R if and only if   R for every p T R , where we havep p
   R X :  X 1, , . . . ,  .Ž . Ž .Ž .p p R  1 dp
For example, suppose that R is a Krull domain. Then
T R  p Spec R 
 ht p  1 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and hence R is a discrete valuation ring for any p T R . Let  be thep p
 Ž . 4corresponding valuation to R and let nmin   
 0 i d , wherep p i
  1. Then, letting t be a local parameter for  , we have  0 p p
nŽ .t 1, , . . . ,  R  R , and therefore  is always super-primitive over1 d p p
Ž  .R see 8, Theorem 8 .
Ž .  2 Suppose that  is a regular element of R  . Then, by Lemma
Ž . Ž  .  12.6, we have   , because  f   f for every f R X ,R ,  R , 
Ž .where  f denotes the content of f. It thus follows that  is super-primi-
tive over R if and only if so is 1.
In what follows, we investigate the relationship between accurate ele-
² :ments and super-primitive elements. We set C R  .
THEOREM 5.5. If  is super-primitie oer R, then  is accurate oer R.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, it suffices to show that  is accurate over R forp
Ž .every p T R . Hence, replacing R by R , we may assume that   R.p R , 
The assertion then follows from Theorem 4.9.
COROLLARY 5.6.  is accurate oer R if and only if  is accurate oer R p
Ž .for eery p T R such that p .R , 
Proof. We need prove only the ‘‘if’’ part. Let  and let p be anR , 
Ž .arbitrary element of T R . If  p, then, by assumption,  is accurate
over R . If  p, then   R , and hence  is also accurate over R byp p p p
Theorem 5.5. Hence, by Lemma 5.2, we know that  is accurate over R.
Ž . Ž .Recall that if R is Noetherian, then we have T R Dp R , where1
Dp R  p Spec R 
 depth R  1Ž . Ž . 4Ž .1 p
 p Spec R 
 p R: 
 for some 
 K  R . 4Ž . Ž .R
LEMMA 5.7. Suppose that R is Noetherian. Then the following statements
hold:
Ž . Ž .1 Let p be an element of Dp R such that p , and let1 R , 
P p  I     I  .Ž . Ž .1 d1
Ž .Then we hae PDp C .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If PDp C , then P RDp R .1 1
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Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 First, note that P is a prime ideal of C see Remark 3.12 .
For simplicity, we set
J  I     I  ,Ž . Ž .1 d1
Ž .so that P p J. Since pDp R , there exists an element 




Then we show that
P C : 
 ,Ž .C
Ž .which implies that PDp C because C is Noetherian. First, we check1
Ž . Ž . Ž .that P C: 
 . Since  I    p and p R: 
 , we haveC i R ,  R
 I  
 R 5.1Ž . Ž .i




 I  R:  ,Ž . Ž . R i
i1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .it then follows from 5.1 that  I 
  I , which implies J C: 
 . OnC
Ž . Ž .the other hand, we have p R: 
  C: 
 , and hence P p JR C
Ž .C: 
 , as desired. For the reverse inclusion, let  be an element ofC
Ž . Ž .C: 
 and write  b	 f with b R and f J. Then b C: 
 ,C C
Ž . Ž .because J C: 
 , and hence b
 C. Since C R J and K J 0 ,C
it follows that b
 R, i.e., b p. Thus  p J P, which means that
Ž .C: 
  P.C
Ž . Ž .2 Since PDp C , we have1
P C : Ž .C
Ž .for some Q C . Observe that
 Q C  K   K K   K .Ž . 1 d1
Hence we can write
 
 	 
  	 	
 0 1 1 d1 d1
Ž . Ž .for some 
 , . . . , 
  K. Since P R C:   R C:  , it then0 d1 C R
follows that
P R R: 
   I : 
    I : 




 I : 
  R:  : 
  R:  
  R: 
Ž . Ž .  4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . R j R i R j R i j R j
i1 i1
for each j 1. Since p P R is a prime ideal, by letting   1, we0
Ž .see from 5.2 that
p R:  
Ž .R i j
Ž .for some i, j. Therefore, pDp R .1
THEOREM 5.8. Suppose that R is Noetherian. Then  is super-primitie
oer R if and only if  is super-primitie oer C.
Proof. Suppose that  is not super-primitive over R. Then there exists
Ž .some pDp R which contains  . Then, letting1 R , 
P p  I     I  ,Ž . Ž .1 d1
Ž . Ž .we know that PDp C by 1 of Lemma 5.7. Since1
P   I     I   ,Ž . Ž .R ,  1 d1 C , 
 is not super-primitive over C.
Conversely, suppose that  is not super-primitive over C, and let P be
Ž .an element of Dp C such that P . Then we have P R ,1 C ,  R , 
Ž . Ž .where P R belongs to Dp R by virtue of 2 in Lemma 5.7. Therefore,1
 is not super-primitive over R.
We conclude this paper by showing that the converse of Theorem 5.5
does not hold in general. To this end, we need some lemmas. Note that
Ass RR  p Spec R 
 p R:  for some  R  RŽ . Ž . 4Ž .R R
and
Ass RR Dp R .Ž .Ž .R 1
Ž .LEMMA 5.9. Suppose that R is Noetherian, and let p R:  be anR
Ž .element of Dp R , where  K  R. Then1
Ž . Ž .1 If p p, then ht p  1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If ht p  2, then pAss RR .R
Ž .Proof. 1 Localizing at p, we may assume that R is a local domain
with maximal ideal p. Since p is an ideal of R, if p p, then we have
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p R, which implies  1b for some 0 b p. It then follows that
Ž . Ž .p R:   bR, and hence ht p  1.R
Ž . Ž .2 From 1 , we have p p, and hence  R, because p is a
Ž .finite R-module. Thus pAss RR .R
Ž .LEMMA 5.10. Suppose that R is Noetherian and that d   1, i.e.,R
 K. In addition, suppose that the following condition holds:
Ass RR Ass R I .Ž .Ž .Ž .R R
Ž .Then  is accurate oer R. Moreoer, if there exists some pAss RRR
Ž .such that p  I , then  is not super-primitie oer R.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since d   1, we have  I  R:  . Hence, by LemmaR R
2.2, to prove that  is accurate over R, it suffices to show that if f I,
Ž .then Lc f  R. Assuming the contrary, let f be an element of I such
Ž . Ž .that Lc f  R. Let a Lc f and note that a belongs to R, because
we have
0 an1 f   g aŽ . Ž .
 for some monic polynomial g R X , where n deg f. Thus a R  R.
Ž .Let q be a prime divisor of R: a . Then we haveR
q R: a : b  R: abŽ . Ž .Ž .R R R
Ž .for some b R. Since ab R, it follows that qAss RR . On theR
other hand, we have
q R:  : ab   I : ab Ass R I .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .R R R R
It thus follows that
qAss RR Ass R I ,Ž .Ž .Ž .R R
which contradicts our assumption.
Ž . Ž .Next, suppose that there exists some pAss RR containing  I .R
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then depth R  1, because Ass RR Dp R . We show that p R 1 R , 
 p. Since  K , we have
   I 	   I ,Ž . Ž .R , 
Ž .and hence for the proof we need only show that   I  p. Localizing at
p, we may suppose that R is a local domain with maximal ideal p. Hence if
Ž . Ž .  I  p, then   I  R, which implies  1c for some 0 c R.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .It then follows that  I  cR and pAss R I , because p  IR
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Ž . Ž .and  I is principal. Since pAss RR , this contradicts our assump-R
tion. Hence   p, and therefore  is not super-primitive over R.R , 
COROLLARY 5.11. Suppose that R is Noetherian and that R is a finite
Ž .R-module. If R does not satisfy the S -condition, then K contains infinitely2
many elements which are accurate oer R but not super-primitie oer R.
Ž .Proof. Since R does not satisfy the S -condition, there exists an2
Ž . Ž . Ž .element pDp R such that ht p  2. Then, by 2 of Lemma 5.9, we1
Ž . Ž .have pAss RR . Let q be a prime ideal of R such that ht q  1,R
Ž .q p, and qAss RR . Note that there are infinitely many suchR
Ž .prime ideals q. In fact, since R is a finite R-module, Ass RR is a finiteR
set; on the other hand, p contains infinitely many prime ideals of height 1
Ž .because ht p  2. Now let  be an element of K such that
q R:  .Ž .R
Then
 4Ass R R:   q Ass RRŽ .Ž . Ž .R R R
and
q pAss RR .Ž .R
Hence, by Lemma 5.10, we know that  is accurate over R but not
super-primitive over R. Since different q yields different  , there are
infinitely many such  ’s in K.
This corollary shows that the converse of Theorem 5.5 does not hold in
general, since there are many rings R satisfying the condition in the
corollary. A typical way to construct a concrete example of such R is as
follows.
 EXAMPLE 5.12. Let A k t , . . . , t be a polynomial ring over a field1 n
k in n-indeterminates, where n 2, and let  be a nonzero ideal of A
such that
 t  a , . . . , t  a AŽ .1 1 n n
for any a , . . . , a  K. Then, letting1 n
R k	 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .we have Max R , R A and Q R Q A . Also suppose that A is
integral over R; for example, suppose that for each i,  contains some
Ž .monic polynomial f t . Then R is an affine domain over k. In fact, fori i
Ž .  each i 1, . . . , n, there exists a monic polynomial F X in R X suchi
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Ž .that F t  0. Let D be the subring of R generated by all of thei i
coefficients of F ’s over k. Then A is integral over D, and hence A is ai
finite D-module. Therefore, R is also a finite D-module, and, in particu-
lar, R is finitely generated over D. This implies that R is an affine domain
over k, as claimed. It then follows that
ht   tr.deg R n 2.Ž . k
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, we have Dp R , because R: f  for any1 R
Ž .f A  R. Hence R does not satisfy the S -condition. Note that we have2
Ž .  4R A and Ass AR   .R
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